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Abstract:   
 
The collision of the invisible solar driving force ∆H+ (18pmtr) with 1mole 3-D H20- generates 6mole 
+H2O+H2O- electromagnetic 2-D monopole waves instead of 3mole+H20-/ltr 4-D dipole waves. In water the 
inert 2-D monopole collision heat associates to 3-D H20ice and is transported in hemispherical gulf streams 
(tubes) to the global North- and South poles where it is stored as 4-D heat in polar Ozone O3. It reduce the 
ice and O3 content on this global ‘Poincaré’ 4-D 3-Sphere. Biological activity restores the global ice and O3 
content by choking new incoming solar 4-D energy with existing 3-D energy converted to ATP. The genome 
is such a 4-D/3-D energy choking-device, allowing the 
simultaneous expression of ideal 4-D dielectric illusions 
(Plato) as living 3-D energy phenomena in the surround. It is 
suggested that reduction of the global active and passive 
natural resources has a major impact on global climate.  
 
Introduction  
 
The genius Poincaré (1854-1912) was convinced that many 
sorts of physics could exist. For example in 19051 he argued that an invisible driving force, here solar 
bonding strings ∆H+, colliding with n 3-D particles, here n H2O- molecules (Fig.1), could generate 3n 4-D 
particles, here 3n 4-D +H2O- dipole waves. The string energy can’t move actively from plus to minus 
potential in a H2O- molecule (Kirchhoff). Instead isomorphic 3nH2O- +3n+H2O 2-D electromagnetic 
monopole waves absorb the energy as in a conventional inert collision while establishing a closed stationary 
electromagnetic field around the globe (Maxwell). 5 additional collisions generate alternating +H20 and H20- 

monopoles per hemisphere, which associate to 3-D H2Oice particles (electromagnetic +H20+H20- wave 
particles attracting each other), while the electrical energy is transfigured into caloric energy, transported in 
gulf streams running to the global North and South poles. 6 Strings in this circuit force ice particles to 
associate to 2O3 Ozone particles (1O3 per hemisphere). These 2O3 particles however do not disintegrate into  
  
Fig.2 a  A volume of 1ltr water contains 2-D gas (black) energy and 3-
D ice energy (blue) emerging from the 4-D collision energy (red) of 
the invisible driving force ∆H+ with a 3-D H2O-molecule. The 
wavelength of the proton is 3.10-12mtr in 4-D (1/6x18.10-12mtr, 
current), 3.10-7cm (Volt) in 3-D, and 3.10.2mtr (current) in 2-D. The 3-
D ice space (blue) in water is therefore 1/10th the volume of the 2-D 
gas space (see text). Which means that a proton (6∆H) collision with n 
water molecules (with a volume of 1/6.10-23 ltr/molecule) generates a 
4-D volume of 10-21cm3 (6x1/6x10-23 ltrx1/10). (b) By introducing 3n 
helper variables, 3.10-7cm, the system of 3n 4-D equations can be 
reduced to a system of 6n 2-D equations (Poincaré). The 3n helper 
variables become the coordinates of the n invisible (‘missing’) dipoles 
in water. The potentiometric pH of this invisible gas in water is 7 (c). 
The 3-D//2-D energy conversion between Calorie (potential energy) 
and current (Coulomb) is a natural logarithmic process. The energy 
ratio between 30mC 2-D and 18ml (1mole) 3-D is 1.67 (d) ln1.67 is 
0.5 and the solar ∆H heat E is therefore distributed as ½E per 
hemisphere. (e) 4-D solar energy is distributed as 3-D ice energy 
(surface) and 2-D stratosphere of a global Poincaré 3-sphere. 
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6+H2O- dipoles, instead the electron energy in Ozone converts to protons again and the reappearing H2O+,- 
waves run faster than before (Fig.1). Thus, paraphrasing Poincaré, instead of 3n 4-D +H2O- dipoles we 
observe in the steady state that 6n 2-D particles, here 3n H2O- + 3n +H2O 2-D monopole waves, absorb the 4-
D energy as conventional inert 2-D collision energy. Thus 4-D dipoles never exist, being dismantled the very 
moment that they arise (Heraclitus). The 4-D dipole is dismantled in 3-D ice and 2-D electromagnetic gas in 
order to move the string energy in close and connected circuits in the global 3-Sphere (Fig.2). Changing and 
moving clearly are different subjects (Leibniz, Parmenides). The 2-D and 3-D volumes exist simultaneously 
in one volume while the 4-D dipoles are present in the volumes as empty (null) sets in disguise. They are 
represented by the electromagnetic 2-D capacitance (Joule) and by the 3-D Caloric ice heat. Hence the 2-D 
and 3-D volumes are fully informed, and measuring one part of the dipole will affect the other (relativity). In 
steady state the globe is therefore a Poincaré 3-Sphere, a notion that is in agreement with 2nd law of 
thermodynamics. Biological enzymes like 3Na/2K-ATPase use the 3-D energy to choke new incoming 4-D 
∆H+ energy as electrical 2-D energy in a ratio of 15mCgas/moleH2Oice (Fig.3) per hemisphere diameter 2r of a 
2-D surface in a 3-Sphere. Also incoming ∆H+ energy can be choked as 4-D volume energy in a 3-D volume 
of a 3-Sphere in a ratio 8/3Cal/mole per diameter 2π of the 3-D surface of a hemisphere. This ratio 
determines the visual window of the globe and of our eyes, 800nm/300nm=8/3, and the ratio determines 
nucleosome information processing (144DNA/54DNA=8/3) as will be discussed. These biological processes 
furthermore generate ice. This introduction shows that other physics than the conventional Euclidian physics 
are required to understand the phenomenological aspects of the physics processes on this globe.  
 
Fig.3 Choking 3-D energy in the 2-D surface of for example biological 
membranes yields a net admittance of 15mCNa+ +15mCCl-)/moleH2Oice 
per 0.1ltr, which is 15mCNaCl net. Choking 4-D energy in a 3-D volume 
yields a net energy admittance of 2.67Cal/mole.            
 
Results: 
 
Speed of light c ; E=mc2  
 
The incoming solar string energy generates a global stationary 3-Dice/2-Dgas system.  
It means that global in- and efflux of ∆H+ energy is in steady state. Every “missing” 
4-D dipole particle has a 3-D satellite in the ice state and a 2-D satellite in the gas 
state. The particles are informed and connected in physical-mathematical continua. 
An oxygen atom in a water molecule (Fig.4) possesses 3 H+ binding sites. The 
length of a solar bonding string is 1/6 the length of the proton/oxygen bond in H2O. 
A solar bonding string ∆H+ (18.10-12mtr) is an active driving force, giving a 3-D 
H2O particle 4-D potential collision energy of 1/3.10-12 molecule.mtr/ltr (∆H+/54) while generating 3 4-D 
+H2O-, dipole waves. This potential energy becomes 1/3.10-10Volt.cm when colliding with the invisible 
driving force ∆H+. The subsequent electrical proton current (the inverse of potential energy: mtr/Volt) energy 
has a 2-D speed of 300.000km/C (Coulomb). The combined 4-D collision energy E (mgh) would be mc2 
(c.sec = h/sec =g/sec, m=1). Electromagnetic H2O+,- monopoles therefore establish a stationary 2-D electro-
magnetic field and a 3-D ice surface around the globe with the speed of light c. Assuming that the solar 
driving force is relatively constant it means the ice/gas field is in a stationary condition. Nevertheless, within 

the globe energy is able to flow from warmer to colder regions by 
adiabatic expansion (2-D) and condensation (3-D, Fig.5).  
 
Fig.5 Solar ∆H bonding activity is a constant driving force for the globe 
and the energy content is therefore relatively stable (stationary). The 
driving force cause global rotation while energy flows constantly from 
warmer- (sticky) to colder regions (thin air). The stationary energy 
content of a 1ltr volume is 105Calorie in water or 1/3C in ice (see text). 
This energy exchange between 3-D ice (Cal) and 2-D electromagnetic 
monopoles follows a natural logarithmic pattern (Fig.2c). The energy 
content of 1mole protons per ltr is 1.02Mjoule (81kCal). The faster 3-D 
ice turns over into 2-D capacitance, the higher the temperature. 
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1mole H2O contains 6.1023particles and occupies a volume of 1ltr 
 
∆H+ energy is absorbed as energy in an inert 2-D collision, which means that H2Oice is able to absorb 18∆H 
units (Oxygen has 3 potential H+ binding sites, 6∆H is 1H+). The 3-D/2-D volume ratio per ltr furthermore 
is 10 (=103xcm/mtr), due to the shift from the 3rd to 2nd dimension, and due to the phase-shift of 3-D 
capacitance (C.cm) into 2-D current (C/mtr). n 3-D H2Oice molecules, following a phase transition from 
molecule/ltr into ltr/molecule (a characteristic of fluid dynamics) therefore have a potential energy E of 
1/(10.10-12) molecule/ltr, while getting transformed into 6n 2-D H20+,- monopole gas particles. The 2-D/3-D 
energy-ratio of all wave particles, 6.1012/n.10-11 (ltr/mole x mole/ltr), must be 1 (Fig.4) and n is therefore 
6.1023. Thus a volume of 1ltr contains 1mole H20 molecules, 6.1023 particles, which are phenomenologically 
transformed by solar ∆H strings into 0.9ltr 3-D H2Oice waves with given potential energy (Cal), and 0.1ltr 2-
D H20+,-

gas monopole waves with given electromagnetic energy (Joule, C).  
 

Fig.6 Phenomenological shift of volumes in a volume; absence of 
information paradox The s.w of water in ice is 1.081, which means that 
1ltr water contains an apparent volume of 4.5mole H2O+,- monopole gas 
(0.081/0.018), and that 1mole non-existing dipoles has a 4-D volume of 
27ml in water and 18ml in ice (0.081ltr+0.018=0.1ltr invisible gas). A 
solar bonding unit (string) furthermore converts 1mole 4-D +H2O- dipoles 
per liter into 1/3Coulomb electromagnetic 2-D H2O+,- monopole waves, 
which fly at the speed of light c as gas particles with kinetic energy of 
30mC through a 2-D volume of 100ltr (the molar gas constant is 
22.3ltr/mole: 4.5x22.3=100) or they get stored as potential energy of 1/3 C 
in 3-D ice. plus and minus monopole waves attract each other while 
forming ice waves with potential energy in 1ltr; the logarithmic ice/gas 
monopole ratio is 0.5 (fig2c).  Thus, due to the speed of light a 3-D volume 
of 1ltr is filled with 0.1ltr kinetic gas monopole energy and 0.9ltr potential 
monopole ice energy. The phenomenological return to the 4-D dipole state 
occurs by gravity ((1ltr-18ml)/cm2.sec2 = 9.82mtr/sec2). The net sum of 
energy exchange is zero in this adiabatic (T=constant) energy exchange 
between the 2nd and 3rd dimension. Hence, net information exchange 
(admittance) between the 2-D volume, 15mC non-polarized monopole gas 

(something like NaCl) versus 1mole 3-D H2O calorie (18ml) per cm2, is zero. Such result is expected in case of total 
induction. An information paradox furthermore is absent when energy disappears by gravity into the ice gas interface of 
water while at the same time equi-proportional electromagnetic monopole energy escapes from the ice/gas interface.   
 
Natural logarithm is an inborn property of living biological entities   
 
The above-described process of 4-D/3-D/2-D energy conversion is known as the 3-Sphere conjecture of 
Poincaré, which states that each loop in a close and connected 3-Sphere can be tightened to a single point. 
However, the induction energy of a bonding string ∆H is not even a point as in Perelman’s analysis. Due to 
the bonding energy we live in the 3-D surface of a closed 4-D 3-Sphere (Fig.2). Volume and heat 
replacement in a real 3-D volume by solar energy would be impossible given the fixed information content 
of such system. The 3-Sphere energy conversion however can take place phenomenologically between the 2-
D and 3-D worlds of a 4-D 3-Sphere, split into 0.1ltr and 0.9ltr, in a ratio of 0.9ltrice/0.33C below, and to 
0.081ltr/30mC above 0°C (Fig.5) as is shown in fig.6. The ratio is 2.7ltr/C in both cases, or 2.718 ltr/C, the 
base number of natural logarithm, when including the disappeared dipoles (0.018ltr/C). Thus, the missing 
dipoles prevent logarithmic return to the original situation is impossible. That condition is known as 
Poincaré’s infinite recurrence theorem. However, cooling down of the globe can be realized by friction, by 
slow-down of solar activity, and by biological choking of incoming 4-D energy with existing 3-D energy 
(usually ATP energy). By choking these organisms re-install the missing dipoles into the system and that is 
how natural logarithm, present for example in Nernst potentials, becomes an inborn property of living 
biological entities. These entities developed mechanisms to choke existing environmental energy with new 
incoming energy in the surface or volume of ‘water’ (Fig.3) while re-introducing the missing dipole into the 
system (55.55/54.55x2.7=2.718). This logarithmic energy choking in a 3-D/2-D, or in a 4-D/3-D, interface 
also excludes the existence of a so-called (anthropic) information paradox (Fig.6). 
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The ice/gas interface IGi ; nothingness now!  
 

Essential zero potential, nothingness now, zero admittance, 
Seinsvergessenheit (Heidegger) etc, are all expressions related to the 
same instant: Now. Nothingness refers to the stationary 
electromagnetic H2O monopole field and 3-D ice field across the 
global ice/gas interface Igi. The disequilibrium is 15mC/moleH2Oice 
across the surface of a 3-D/2-D Igi interface (Fig.’s 3,7) or 
2.67Cal/mole per cm2 across the surface of a 4-D/3-D Igi (Fig.3). 
Enzymes need to choke these energies with 18mCal/moleH2Oice in the 
surface, or with 0.041mCal/moleH2Oice (54.55/55.55x2.67=2.718) in 

the volume, respectively, to obtain a zero energy exchange of 2.718Cal/mole. Thus by energy choking (we 
are a mixture of 2-D kinetic, and 3-D potential energy) across the ice/gas interface we are able to move. It 
means that now nothing happens because at his moment, now, potential and kinetic energy are exchanged 
across the ice gas interface with zero admittance. However the missing moles hiding in the ic/gas interface 
determine the algorithmic sequence of the energy turnover because igi is part of the mathematical-physical 
continuum. The genome is such an ice/gas interface, creating moments of full induction (all Cretans are liars, 
it rains and it rains not). Incoming solar string energy at this moment, now, is logarithmically balanced by 
outgoing string energy. Thus all information (energy) has to pass the genome, and it generates ice.  
 
pH7, Wave length conversion between 300nm and 
800nm, Active darkness   
 
When the invisible driving force ∆H+ collides with n H2O- 
molecules it yields a system that can be described with a set of 
3n differential equations of the 4th order. By introducing 3n 
helper variables we can reduce that system to 2nd order with 6n 
equations assuming that the 3n helper variables are the 
coordinates of the n invisible particles (Poincaré)1. Hence 6n 

2nd order ∆H+ particles generate 3n 4th order particles, assuming that 3.10-7cm 
H2O+,- particles are the coordinates of the n invisible particles (Fig.2). The 
invisible particles therefore must be protons and electrons. The helper variables 
are 3.10-7cm/H2O (Fig.2b and 1/6x∆H+ (4-D) indeed yields a wavelength of 
3.10-7cm/H20 in 3-D. The potentiometric pH (Volt.cm) of water (a mixture of 
H2O ice- and gas waves) is thus 7 and Faraday’s constant becomes exactly 
105C/mole. The value of 3.10-7cm is the wavelength of the ice molecules in 
water: 300nm. By choking this wavelength increases to 1300nm in 3-D 
(300nm.δH = 300nm+103nm), but per hemisphere (½E, Fig.2d) we observe only 
a relative wavelength increase up to 800nm ((300nm+1300nm)/2) before the 2-
D energy gets choked in 3-D ‘water’. Goethe called this choking active 
darkness. The range between 300nm and 800nm is our visible window and it is 
also the window of ‘light’ entering the global stratosphere. Our brains simulate 
the idea light with this proton energy. 6∆H+ is equi

+
valent with 1 proton and 

∆H  is therefore equivalent with one photon (Bohr3 ). 
 
Fig.8 Incoming 4-D solar ∆H+ string energy is choked as 4-D energy in the surface of 
the eye by existing ATP-energy. 1mole incoming 4-D H+ energy yields 1.02 MJoules 
kinetic energy (O3 has 3-binding sites), and this energy is converted into 1Cal/Joule (a) 
in a surface of 1/10th of a ltr. b Hence, the wavelength of incoming ‘light’ is 300nm 
(textbook) and the 4-D wavelength increases to 800nm in 3-D when the energy is 
choked in a 3-D volume of 1ltr (see text). c The wavelength-choking ratio in the eye is 
therefore 8/3. d This value 2.67 is restored to the base of natural logarithm by the re-
installed dipole. eThe image it processed in a condition of essential zero admittance, which means that the charge of the 
∆H+ string (free radical) needs to be returned into the neuron. r = return coefficient of free radical charge of ∆H, the 
value r=.59 is known since 1924 g An image is processed as 4-D image in ice through the neuron at the speed of light c, 
separated from the 3-D world in a vesicle. The image is reactivated by ∆H+ when the neurovesicle bursts. 
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Salt transport; choking existing 3-D ATP energy with new ∆H+ 2-D surface energy  
 
Solar energy generates 3-D ice and 2-D gas stationary energy fields 
with energy contents of 30mC 2-D electromagnetic energy (Joule), 
and 1mole H2Oice kinetic energy (Cal) across the ice/gas interface 
igi of water (Fig.2). Stationary because the energy generated by the 
collision of the infinite driving force ∆H+ with a given H2O- 
volume cannot return to its initial condition. This inability of the 
system to relax is known as Poincaré’s infinite recurrence theorem 
(Fig.9). The infinite recurrence is due different numbers on both 
sides of igi; the ice/gas ratio is 3/2 (Fig.3), given by the apparent 
relative volumes of 1mole H2O-waves in gas (27ml) or ice (18ml), 
respectively (Fig.’s 6, 9). This volume-energy overshoot is either 
lost in friction, or it can be used for example to generate ATP. Salt 
transporting enzymes like 3Na/2K-ATPase exploit this existing 3-D 
ATP energy to choke incoming solar 2-D H2O+,- monopole wave 
energy (Capacitance, Fig.1) along the surface of biological membranes (Fig.10). By choking the enzymes 
generate 1eVolt/Coulomb (Fig.10a), which transfigures into 1mole H+ ions. Ozone O3 molecules donate 
these protons (Fig.10b). Thus the enzymes reverse the process of solar O3 generation by choking (Fig.1). 
Couples of 2 enzymes ideally can exchange net 15mCNaCl (30mC Na+ + Cl- ions parallel transport), 
admittance, in exchange for 1mole H2Ogas. This 1mole gas yields, at constant temperature, by adiabatic 
shrinking to ice, 18Cal 3-D energy, which can be used to transport net 30mC/2 NaCl per “hemisphere” 
across igi. The 27ml volume shrinks in 1/10th of a ltr by a factor 2/3 to 18ml 3-D H20ice, and this 3-D ice 
volume is transported in opposite direction of the 15mC 2-D NaCl capacitance in 3-D vesicles into the lumen 
(Slegers et al (1973) J. Membr. Biol. 25, 213–236 (1973). In sweat duct physiology such ice cools the skin 
surface around the orifice. Thus, net, absolute, 2-D hypertonic salt transport, ideally can amount to 
15nEq/cm2.sec per ltr (Faraday’s constant is 1/10x10-5mole/C in 2-D), however part of the energy 

(impedance) must be assigned to the ‘return’ of the enzymes 
to their initial position. Salt transport is therefore never 
maximal. Net 3-D impedance in the absence of Cl- ions with 
time constant of ½sec need to be generated in order to 
comply with the laws of electricity. The system generates 2-
D admittance (Heaviside) in the presence of NaCl with a 
time constant of 2 seconds as shown by fast cooling. The 
time constant of salt transporting biological systems is 
therefore 0.5x½sec =1sec. This notion of time, the second, is 
therefore a property of all living biological entities. 

Fig.9 Poincaré’s infinite recurrence
theorem. A collision of the invisible
solar driving force ∆H+ with H2O-

creates a stationary 3-D/2-D ice/gas
energy gradient of 30mC/moleH20ice
(30mC/18Cal) per cm2 igi of water or
membrane (see Fig.6).   

   
Fig.10 The enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase (green) chokes 3-D ATP energy with incoming 2-D electromagnetic solar 
monopole energy in the 3/D/2-D ice/gas interface igi of water. The 2-D/3-D energy-choking ratio is 1.67 (30mC/18Cal). 
The natural logarithmic value of 1.65 is 0.5 (ln1.65=0.5) in case of 2-D/3-D choking (a small portion of the 2-D energy 
dissipates as impedance in salt reabsorbing epithelia). The net admittance is 30 x 
10-6 /2 mC/cm2.sec, which is 15nEq/cm2.sec in hypertonic salt transporting 
epithelia (see Fig.2). The energy fields are stationary in the absence of net 
admittance. Solar energy dissipates over the input impedance of the amplifier (as is 
expected for a quantum-mechanical adiabatic process).  

 

 
Flexibility of the gas constant  
 
The empirical 3-D gas constant (Fig.11a) is slightly larger (2.6%) than the 
3-D/2-D gas constant generated by ∆H+ (0.81J/mole, Fig.’s 11a,b). The 
latter value, established by rapid enzyme cooling (Fig.11c), is also known 
as the redox-potential of water. However the difference is compensated by 
the increased 3-D/2-D energy turnover (30mC/18cal =2.6%) across igi 
(Fig.11d). These data show that the earth is a non-Euclidian ellipse and not 
a globe. Our physics definitely are non-Euclidian. 
Fig. 11 See text
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The genome acts as a choke coil, role of 22RNA nucleotides.  
 
The genome counts millions of nucleosome and it is thought that these 
structures represent the lowest order of genomic organization (Fig.10). 
The basic architecture of a single nucleosome consists of 144DNA 
double strand nucleotides coiled around a histone backbone, and a 
double strand of 54DNA nucleotides in a ‘linker’ coil (Fig. 12a). The 
solar bonding strings ∆H+ is a universal driving force, which means that 
∆H+ also drives genomic replication. Solar ∆H+ is sent as 4-D energy 
along with 3-D ribosomal RNA- and H2OICE into double strand surface 
DNA, or into circular plasmid DNA, at the expense of ATP. The 
nucleosome coil is 1.67µm long, Faraday’s constant is 10-6mole/C in 4-
D and ln1.67=0.5 (Fig.12b). 4-D string energy is choked in 3-D ice in 
the genome. Hence, the nucleosome coil acts as 4-D energy choke coil 
of the solar driving force ∆H+ (see Fig.2). The surface inside the double 
strand DNA acts as 4-D ice/gas interface igi, and this cavity is also 
known as dielectric vacuum. The solar bonding activity is translated to 
DNA-strands by RNA strings containing 22RNA nucleotides 
functioning as strings of invisible (apparently absent) driving force in the 
genome. These 22RNA strings exercise external selection pressure on 
the genome and they splice the nucleosome volume in a 3-D/4-D 
volume with ratio 10 (Fig.12c, see also Fig.2). Ribosomes present 
information of the surround to the genome. The ratio of 4-D 144DNA 
and 3-D 54linker DNA is 2.67, which is due to a missing dipole (Fig.’s 
11d,e), which strongly suggest that the genome acts by conversion of 
monopole waves into +H2O- dipoles (Fig.12g). Thus, the ratio 2.67 is 
expected for choking existing 3-D energy with newly incoming 4-D 
energy (Fig.3). The H2Oice strands in the genome dissociate the DNA 
double strands while simultaneously acting as missing 1mole dipoles, in 
concert with the endogenous genomic bonding string activity (Fig.11g). 
The genome generates ice and counteracts therefore global warming. 
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Fig.12 See text

his ice is stored on the globe as long as the biological (natural) 

esources on the globe are preserved because ice and resources 
which contain 4-D string energy) together are part of physical-
athematical continua.    

nfinite Poincaré recurrence time. 

nformation exchange in the genome is taking the reversed O3 
athway (Fig.2). ATP generates negative 3-D volume capacitance 
nd the solar driving force ∆H+ activity 4-D positive volume 
apacitance. Instead of 3n 4-D volume particles the solar bonding 
trings generated 1/3n 4-D (Fig.12a) volume capacitance 
Coulomb). The energies of the 2 capacitances waves, +10-18Joule, 
nd –10-18Joule, choke each other in the dielectrical vacuum of the 
enome. Hence, in the 4-D vacuum the +H2O- dipoles (associating 
2O+,- monopole waves) get re-introduced in the system but due to 

heir charge difference they are simply not there. Hence, the 
ipoles are present in the genomic 4-D vacuum as null- or empty 
et. The sequence of the dipoles differs (permutated) per species 
nd that is why qualitatively similar genomes can generate for 
xample a man or a goat. As to demonstrate Poincaré’s 
onventionalism, this choking of ∆H energy requires furthermore 
hat the gas constant (R=8.314), the natural base number e (2.718) 
nd the Fig.13 Ssee text 
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1/10th gas/ice volume ratio are all mimicked in the genome, showing that other sorts, for example non- 
Euclidian, than the conventional physics are feasible. For example, the energy choking process is a quantum-
mechanical adiabatic process (Fig.13b) with gas constant of 0.818Joule/mole. The value deviates from the 
normal 3-D gas constant with 1.6%. However, also the ‘apparent’ base value of logarithmic gas exchange 
(note that the exchange is zero) deviates with 1.8% from the natural base value. (Fig.13c). The difference 
between the factors, 0.2%, is coined the mutation pressure factor (Fig.13c). The necessity of this difference 
demonstrates the logic of the Poincaré’s infinite recurrence theorem because evolution would have been 
impossible (Democritus) when every biological entity would be determined to be identical. Hence, genomic 
mutations, or, more precisely, the dielectrical vacuum of the genome, intuitively allow the transmission of 
paradoxical information (tertium datur). And that enabled Epimenides, a Cretan (600BC), to state that all 
Cretans are liars (full induction), after having been asleep for 57 years. 
 
Hearing aids; Voltage-clamp and Current-clamp 

 
Choking energy is a phenomenological 
aspect of sound transduction in the 
cochlea. Sound in this organ is choked 
by auto-emitted hair cell sound. These 
hair cells are in contact with microvilli 
(hairs) with a tectorial membrane in the 
inner ear. Incoming ∆H+ energy in the 
cochlea is choked with Ca2+ ions. These 
cations move as ice capacitance 3-D 
capacitance-wave in H2Oice along the 
membrane (fig.14a). Or the Ca2+ cations 
move as 2-D current in H2OGAS along 
the tectorial membrane (fig.14b).  These 
Ca2+ ion waves are realized by 
successive Ca2+ uptake and secretion by 
the hair cells along the surface of the 
tectorial membrane. This surface-
coupled secretion- or uptake of Ca ions 
is known in physiology as Ca-
exchange. The surface and volume 

within the cochlea is thus controlled by the hair cells and the change in volume can be detected as auto-
acoustic emission. The Ca2+ wave generation can be compared to neuronal LTD (1Hz capacitance generation 
as in case of voltage-clamp (Fig.14a)), or LTP (100Hz current generation as in case of current-clamp, 
Fig.14b)). The factor 100 in current-clamp is due to the 2-D/3-D gas exchange (see Fig.6) and this factor 
determines the frequency spectrum of the detected sound. Spectra range from 2 to 200kHz (Voltage clamp)  
or, as in man, from 20-20kHz (Current clamp) . Thus, incoming sound waves are choked in H2OICE (3-D) or 
H2OGAS (2-D) surface-volume layers deposited on the tectorial membrane. This choking of energy in this 
surface generates mental sound-volume- or mental sound-frequency impressions, respectively, which, in the 
acoustic neuron are transformed into fluid vesicles that contain neurotransmitters. The latter, amino acids, 
can be seen as strings that substitute for the solar bonding strings in the neurons. These amino acids act as 
‘missing dipoles’ and contain all the information to reconstitute these sounds as neuronal impressions. 
Voltage clamp is applied by the inner ear system when Ca2+ currents of 1Hz (as in LTD) are sent in the 
winding coil along the tectorial membrane. The cochlea is a loudness-choking device in such case (Fig.14a). 
Sound impressions with frequencies up to 200kHz (105 Hz over ½ the length of the coil) can be registered 
with this heat-choking device. This 200Kz frequency is as small as the diameter of the proton! In contrast, 
the hearing coil (cochlea) becomes a frequency-registering device when Ca2+ currents of 100Hz (as in LTP) 
are generated by the hair cells along the surface of the tectorial membrane. It generates resistance free 3-D 
sound image frequency images in the ice/gas interface, which are registered in the neuronal system as 
frequencies between 20- and 20khZ  (2.105Hz/100).  
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Discussion:  
 
The invisible and indivisible solar driving force ∆H+ is sends 
1mole +H2O- dipoles per volume of 1ltr as invisible, “missing 
mole”, in the globe to the 4th (4-D) dimension (Fig.2). And 
every single dipole in that mole disintegrates at the moment of 
arising. However, the dipole doesn’t arise at once when ∆H+ 

collides with a H2O- molecule because the 2nd law of 
electricity (Kirchhoff) forbids that, the string would travel in 
the H2O molecule from minus to plus potential towards the 
central, negative, oxygen atom. Thus the collision evokes first 
a 2nd order inert collision with electro-magnetic 2-D H2O+,- 
monopoles, which successively get choked as 3-D H2Oice 
(Fig.’s 1,14) molecules, and finally ozone 3-D O3 molecules 
accept ½ the energy E per hemisphere as negative 4-D 
electron charge at the speed of light c (Fig.’s 2,5,10,12a). The 
2ozone disintegrate to 6O- oxygen atoms, which allow the 
string energy to move as electron charge in line with the laws 
of electricity, from minus to positive potential. The energy of 
the dipoles is subjected to a phase shift when the H2O identity 
changes from ltr/molecule to molecule/ltr (6 to 1/6); here we 
obtain our sense for logarithm (1/x.∆x=lnx). At the same time 
the energy of the particles change from electrical (Joule) 
energy into caloric energy (Cal). At this moment, due to the phase shift, the string heat can be transferred as 
caloric heat from the equator to the poles in ice (Fig.5), and the energy gradient across igi inverts from 
15mC/18mlice into 2x15mCgas/18Calice (Fig.12b)) Water is thus a mixture of ice and monopole gas, and the 
ice energy (1ltr, Cal) and electrical monopole energy (0.1ltr, Joule) fill the volume of 1ltr. But the earth is not 
a Euclidian space because RGAS ideally must be 8.314Joule/mole in an Euclidian space (fig.15a). The 2-D/3-
D phase shift from 1/x to x (Fig.14b) does not match with the energy distribution of such an ideal global 3-
Sphere (the logarithmic conversion factors do not match because the sum of 0.5108 and 0.5 is larger than 
zero (see also Fig.12). However, the energy distribution does match when the earth gets a small increase in 
the global east/west radius. By that radius increase the earth becomes an ideal elliptical Poincaré 3-Sphere, 
with it own gas constant of 0.81Joule/moleH2Oice per 0.1ltr. And now a single bonding string ∆H+ has as 
solar driving force (full induction, Hume, Russell) all properties to describe a close and connected elliptical 
3-Sphere (Poincaré conjecture). The flexible east/west radius allows the earth to response flexibly to changes 
in the solar driving force ∆H+. The Poincaré conjecture has therefore an almost infinite number of solutions 
(as there is an almost infinite number of biological entities).  
 
The ellipse is in steady state; the invisible driving force ∆H+ generates 
mathematical-physical continua. The physics on earth are therefore not 
Euclidian. The invisible Solar bonding strings ∆H+ generates closed and 
connected circuits of 4-D  +H2O- dipole energy (empty set), 2-D H2O+,- 
monopole energy (Coulomb), and 3-D H2Oice energy (Calorie). The gulf s
poles, according to the 2nd law of thermodynamics, while from there it radiates to other parts of the globe. 
That, in short, is the translation of Poincaré‘s non-conventional

treams transport the 4-D heat to the 

, non-Euclidian view on physics. He 
suggested that although Euclidian physics may seem coherent with the human intuitions about the physical 
world, there is no a priory reason to accept such vision. For example, the potential exchange rate from 
potential (C) into kinetic energy (sec/C) through the ice/gas interface of 1cm2 is 9.82mtr per sec (1/C x 
sec/C). The acceleration of the energy, known also as gravity, is therefore 9.82mtr/sec2.        
 
Inasmuch as times overhauls man from behind it is fair to state that philosophy ends with Thales (first Greek 
philosopher (624 BC). Thales thought the world originates from water. We showed here that water and solar 
string energy ∆H+ generates a stationary 2-D/3-D/4-D world, a Poincaré 3-Sphere with unity influx/efflux 
ratio of solar driving force energy ∆H+ (Fig.2c, Fig.14b). As active driving force this string energy generates 
potential 3-D heat (Cal), and electromagnetic kinetic 2-D energy (Joule) within one volume. It enables any 
particle to be displaced within that volume by exchanging potential and kinetic energy across igi without loss 
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of information (Fig.6). By continuously changing information between the 2nd and 3rd dimension particles are 
able to move, moving and changing are different items (Parmenides, Heraclitus, Cusanus). Solar energy 
creates a stationary global fields of electromagnetic H2O+,- monopoles and caloric ice and living biological 
entities move in this stationary condition by choking new energy with existing stationary energy. That 
creates an instantaneous state of absolute nothingness now (Fig.’s 7,13) in the dielectrical vacuum of the 
genome or plasmid. In that moment kinetic energy is generated in the 3rd dimension according to an idea that 
exists in the empty 4th dimension (Plato). The latter is not absolutely empty because it contains the dipole 
algorithms, idea’s, for any biological entity to (necessarily) create itself any moment as potential energy over 
and over again. These ideas are created in the ice gas interface of water and also the genome is such an ice 
gas interface. Choking the incoming energy with existing energy off biological entities in principle an 
infinite life span by logarithmic dijection. That is not due to the factor π as philosophers tend to assume, but 
the mutation pressure constant to guarantee evolution demands it (Fig.'s 3,13).      
 
The continuous 2-D/3-D exchange of potential and electric energy across igi refers to Zeno’s racetrack 
paradox. Achilles can run as hard as he likes in 3-D, he always has to await the turtle finishing his track in 2-
D.The racetrack has physical (3-D)-mathematical (2-D) properties (we consider the simultaneously existing 
4-D track the domain of Plato and Socrates) and as such it is a mathematical-physical conversion pathway 
with infinite recurrence time. This infinite recurrence time refers also to the works of Parmenides, Cusanus 
and Leibniz when these tried to reunite 2-D and 3-D energy phenomena in a single concept of mind. It is also 
the reason why the statements of Epimenides still confuse many today. As shown here even the physics of 
men are not what they are thought to be. It is due to the fact that man is an illusion (Hume) of potential 
energy, generated by the invisible solar driving force ∆H+. That driving force generates a constant volume of 
1mole invisible, missing, quantum-mechanical +H2O- dipole wave energy (18ml) per liter against the force of 
gravity (Fig.15).     
 
The 4-D zero space, nothingness (Fig.7), plays an important role in metaphysics. The mechanism of total 
induction allows the creation and replication of virtually all kind biological energy-entities in a combined 2- 
and 3-D space (humans consist for 100% of kinetic and potential energy that originates from an idea in the 
4th dimension of an elliptic 3-sphere). For the pre-Socrates the zero space is the place where time and volume 
are added to an object. In Buddhism it symbolizes nothingness now. For Plato and Socrates it is the place 
where ideas are generated, and Pirsig showed us that quality is generated here. However, Heidegger warned 
us for Seinsvergessenheit, telling us we have forgotten the mechanism how we are ‘thrown’ into existence, 
out of the 4-D space. Indeed, misuse of technology (increased oil and gas consumption) increases the entropy 
of the globe while endangering our temporal elliptical presence (Fig.’s 1, 12,13, 15). The genome generates 
ice, ozone and resources (gas, oil, carbon) as part of mathematical-continua. Ice and ozone therefore will be 
abundant as long as the ‘resources’ are respected. A most intriguing aspect furthermore of the 4-D ice gas 
interface is the generation of time; due to the ongoing (for the lifetime of a living entity) conversion of 
potential energy (Capacitance, C) and kinetic energy (current, sec/C) between the 3-D and 2-D state as in a 
‘living’ RC-circuit with RC time constant sec-1. Time is therefore an invention of living biological entities. 
Beyond these species they face eternity (Aristotle, Augustine). However, Augustine’s Dogma was also to 
make us believe that what is, is, while living entities are nothing else but not-existing 4-D energy illusions 
(empty sets) that are concreted as potential energy in a 3-D surround (Fig.’s 10,11). Any biological entity 
therefore is, and is not.        
 
Finally, much of the philosophy of Democritus is right. He discovered the indivisible atoma, here ∆H+, and 
he learned us not to trust our senses. For example vision is not a matter of sensing light but vision is the 
visualization of choking incoming 4-D solar bonding string energy with converted 3-D solar energy (Fig.8, 
see also Goethe, Galileo and Newton). Goethe thought about vision as the interplay between active light and 
active darkness, which is in concert with the here presented theory of energy choking in the eye as 
mechanism underlying vision. Both Goethe and Galileo rejected Newton’s theory of colors. Democritus 
however failed to explain mutations (determinism); his philosophy missed an intrinsic mutation pressure 
factor (Fig.13), an omission that was included by the Pythagoreans (who assigned a special meaning to the 
factor 10) and Epicureans in their philosophy, which is based on the philosophy of Democritus. In modern 
times Democritus is revived by Dawkins (memetics) with a kind of philosophy that assumes that biological 
information is being sent around the globe fast, for example at the speed of light c as we showed here.  
Literature: 1 Poincare, H (1903) La science et l'hypothèse  
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